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Births

Debbie and Blair Craig, Milton House, Sommers Lane are delighted to
announce the birth of Logan James Craig who was born 22nd April
weighing 8lb 8oz. Congratulations.
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Blair Drummond Smiddy
The Covid-19 virus has had a major impact on our customers, on our staff
and on our business. It is our customers who have been hit hardest
because frequently they are in a vulnerable category or, being
constrained to their homes, juggling work and children, leads to untold
pressures and challenges. To our customers who we have not seen in the
shop recently, or who we have not caught up with whilst on our rounds,
we wish you all the best and we hope to see you soon.
Our team have also been hard hit. With the closure under government
instructions of our cafe and the kitchen we have had to furlough members
of the team who we could not re-deploy to other areas. We are grateful to
them for their patience. I must apologise for not being able to do more at
this time, we look forward to welcoming them back to the workplace soon.
And some of our colleagues who have experienced Covid-19 or
symptoms, we wish them a speedy recovery.
When the extent and the severity of the Covid-19 virus became apparent
early in March, the Smiddy's leadership team sat down to look at our
options. We looked to what was happening in Italy, to predict what might
happen in Scotland, including the closure of schools and a lockdown
where people were not able to easily leave their homes. We realised that
if we were unable to welcome our customers to our premises, then we
would seek to take our fruit, veg, deli and butchery to our customers. We
were able to quickly repurpose an online store, that we had previously
used for selling Christmas trees, to start selling our most popular
products. We rented a refrigerated van from Glasgow before ultimately
purchasing it, and then started deliveries on the 15th of March. We
managed one delivery run in the first week, before moving to 3 delivery
days in the second week, and then five in week three and subsequent
weeks.
We've had to make some adjustments as we go, including the distances
that we are able to deliver and the products that we are able to fit in the
van. Despite being a "local delivery service" we had some customers
placing orders as far afield as Glasgow! So we've had to use software on
the website to restrict the distance and postcodes people can order from.
Because our customers are a mix of couples, families and individuals
we've had to try to cater different products for each. So we offer a mixed
veg box for two, ready meals in single portions, all the way through to
family veg boxes, fruit boxes and meat packs. We still have a long way to
go to make the service really efficient but feedback has been very positive
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and we can't thank our customers and our suppliers enough for all of their
support.
One of the best responses that we have seen is that some customers
have been ordering for their neighbours as well i.e. buying a family box
and then breaking it down to smaller portions, to deliver to elderly or
vulnerable people who may be live by themselves. This is such a brilliant
idea and we welcome any innovations to what we are already doing.
Since launching the delivery service we have served over 700 customers
from Callander to Kinbuck and all the way to Cambusbarron and
Menstrie.
For customers who can still get out to the shops, and who want a few
specific items, but who remain concerned about social contact, we have
also launched a Click and Collect service where the products are placed
into the boot of your car by one of our colleagues.
Please, if you would like to offer any suggestions on how we can improve
this service, do email me at will.muir@BlairDrummondsmiddy.com and if
you
would
like
to
place
an
order,
please
go
to:delivery.blairdrummondsmiddy.co.uk
or call:- The Smiddy (option 3) 01786 235024
Will Muir
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Blair Drummond Blethers
We had a good afternoon in February, when Judith Graham came along
and did a great session of tutoring us in gentle exercises whilst sitting,
which we all benefited from!
However, alongside the rest of the nation, the Blethers has now gone into
hibernation. Our plans for Beetle drives, Speakers, live musical sessions
etc., are all on hold.
It's our intention to restart the Blethers when it is safe to do so, guided by
the Scottish health experts. Given that our membership, in the main, falls
into the stated 'vulnerable' age group we will have to feel sure that life has
re-established normal patterns before we reopen. So please, keep an eye
on the Blair Drummond Hall website or Facebook (if you like using
technology), or the Stirling Observer (if you prefer newspapers), where we
will put notices of our appropriate restart date.
Meantime, Best Wishes from all the Blethers volunteers, take care and
stay safe.
Christine Bauer

Stirling District Citizens Advice Bureau
If you need advice, information or guidance, Stirling District Citizens
Advice Bureau is here for you.
Visit the Citizens Advice website www.citizensadvice.org.uk/scotland for
detailed information on a wide range of topics, including guidance on
benefits, debt, money, work, housing and much more.
Temporary suspension of face to face advice
Given the advice from the Government and the recent DWP decision to
discontinue all interaction with vulnerable claimants, all face-to-face
meetings with clients are temporarily suspended for a period of three
months from close of business Tuesday 17th March 2020.
If you require advice please contact:
Tel: 01786 470239 or 01786 451225, available 10–4pm Monday to Friday
Email sessionsupervisor@stirlingcab.casonline.org.uk
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Safari Park
A BIG message of thanks to all our supporters.
As a family-run business, we’ve been welcoming visitors to Blair
Drummond for 50 years. But sadly, this is not the 50th anniversary we’d
hoped for.
At the moment, we’re concentrating on looking after our staff and animals.
But there’s still plenty to look forward to. Our new World of Dinosaurs
attraction is looking great and we can’t wait to welcome everyone back as
soon as it’s safe to do so.

One of the new exhibits at the World of Dinosaurs

Many of you have been enquiring about how you can help our animals
through these difficult times, and we really are tremendously grateful. Our
adoption scheme, animal experiences and gift cards are all great ways to
show your support – we’ve included links below.
Plus, to help keep the children entertained through lockdown, we’ve been
running a number of live feeds from our enclosures. So far the lemur,
meerkats, giraffes and penguins have been the stars of the show, but
look out for more posts on our Facebook page soon.
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Lion cubs Faith and Hope

Finally, we’d also like to thank everyone for all the great name
suggestions for our lion cubs. After much deliberation, they’ve been
named Faith and Hope – two beautiful names to help us all look towards
happier times together soon.
We hope you’re all staying safe and, as ever, thank you for all your
support and we look forward to welcoming you back to the park when we
reopen.
Blair Drummond Safari and Adventure Park
http://www.blairdrummond.com
Hector Muir (Director) & the Blair Drummond Team

BLAIR DRUMMOND ESTATE
Hardwood Logs
Hardwood Logs
Hardwood Limbs
Softwood Logs
Softwood Logs
Softwood Limbs
Small bags
Small bags

£190/ load
£95/ half load
£100/load
£140/ load
£70 half load
£80/load
£6 for hardwood
£5 for softwood

Contact: Michael McKinstry
Tel: 01786 841728
Mob: 07955 124057
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Life at Briarlands Farm
We may be closed to customers at the moment but life on the farm is still
going on! Spring is the season of new life at Briarlands.
We have welcomed 10 new piggies after our marvellous sow Jess gave
birth about a month ago. We have also had
lots of calves, hatched out some ducklings
and we are hoping for chicks and guinea
pigs too. Its babies, babies, babies! It is just
a pity it is only us who can enjoy them.
The piglets are very cheeky and can often
be found rooting around in the farmhouse
garden!
In the fun yard itself, we have turned this
negative situation into a positive and are
using it as a chance to catch up with some maintenance and tidying.
There is not a square inch which hasn’t been painted! There might even
be a surprise or two for our customers when they return!
There has been action in the strawberry tunnels too and they are growing
away nicely and hopefully will be ready by the end of May. How we will
be selling them is an ever changing dilemma but we hope to be able to
sell them ready picked, maybe using a Drive Through system. We are
also hopeful we will be able to do Pick Your Own too, albeit with some
strict social distancing measures in place. There has been a wee change
in one of the tunnels too and the strawberries have been replaced by
raspberry canes, these will be ready to give us delicious fruit from the
summer 2021.
Back in the winter we had a first for Briarlands
and hosted a wedding. The new cattle shed was
turned into a makeshift ceremony venue complete
with a highland cow in the corner and the tearoom
was dressed up for the marriage of Mark and
Charlene. The day went really well and everyone
had a great time celebrating with them.
We would like to thank all of our loyal customers
for the support and messages we have received
and would like to reassure everyone that we will be
open again as soon as it is safe for us all.
Take care.
Mary Inglis
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Callander YFC Update
As always, it’s been a busy few weeks for Callander YFC! Alongside
rehearsing for Clyde and Central’s Talent Spot competition, we managed
to get various club outings squeezed in before lockdown stopped us in
our tracks. In February, we had a group head into Stirling to donate blood
– well done to those who went along! We also went trampolining (maybe
not the best idea the morning after a night out…) and tubing at Bearsden
Ski slope. Around came Drew Steel’s favourite time of year – tug of war
training, twice weekly at his farm. First weekend in March we found
ourselves up on the stage at The Albert Halls performing our 10 minute
Talent Spot sketch and one of scenes from the concert as a Front of
Curtain filler. Sadly our sketch did not place but our Front of Curtain act
won! The following week we held a charity Quiz Night at Blair Drummond
Hall. Well done to ‘The Owlers’ for winning and thanks to all for attending,
we raised a fantastic £452.81! 24 hours later we had some of the girls
attend West Renfrewshire YFC’s dinner dance – by all accounts a VERY
good night was had! Unknown to us, this was our last weekend of
activities before we went into lockdown. All events for the rest of the year
were cancelled but fear not, we have been and shall be remaining
extremely active! We first held our AGM via a Zoom conference call,
bringing in the new office bearers. Jan Duncan stepped up as Chairman,
Kim Morrison as Secretary and myself as Treasurer. Thanks to all
previous members of the committee for a spectacular 2019/2020 and best
wishes to those going forward.

Jan Duncan, Kim Morrison & Eilidh Graham

RHET then nominated us to take part in the Egg Challenge, we compiled
a fun video of all our members passing over an egg (watch it on
Facebook!). We then hosted a Cooking Competition which had to
incorporate 3 ingredients (chicken, chopped tomatoes and a vegetable of
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your choice) into a meal. The judge was club president, Gemma Nicolson
who marked the dishes on appearance, originality and support to local
produce. The results were very close:
1st - Angus Bryce with his Chicken Tikka Tray Bake (26/30)
2nd - Eilidh Graham with her Chicken Tikka Masala (25/30)
3rd - The Brisbanes with their Westwood Lane Indian Take - In (24/30)
Thanks to everyone for taking part and Gemma for judging! At the West
Area AGM, Callander YFC won the David Crawford Trophy for recruiting
most members in the region over the year! An amazing result for what
used to be one of the smallest clubs! This week we are hosting another
Cooking Competition, this time getting people to find their inner ‘Mary
Berry’ and do a dessert, using eggs, chocolate and fresh fruit as the main
ingredients. We are also hosting a Virtual Quiz on Sunday 3rd May. To
see how we have been amusing ourselves during lockdown and to keep
up with everything find us on Facebook!
Eilidh Graham
Angus Bryce’s Chicken Tikka Traybake
Ingredients
2 tbsp tikka masala curry paste
3 tsp sunflower oil
300g small new potatoes, quartered
1 pepper (any colour), deseeded and chopped
½ x 30g pack mint, leaves only
1/3 cucumber
100g natural yogurt
1 lime, juice of ½, plus wedges to serve
2 chicken fillets
1 bunch of spring onions, trimmed
Method
1. Heat the oven to 220 ̊C, fan 200 ̊C, gas 7. Line a roasting tray with
baking paper. Combine half the curry paste with 2 teaspoons of oil
and some seasoning, then coat the potatoes in the mixture. Add the
pepper, then spread out in the roasting tin. Bake for 20 minutes.
2. Chop the mint. Cut the cucumber in half lengthways, scrape out the
seeds, then dice. Mix the cucumber and most of the mint into the
yogurt to make a raita. Season and add lime juice to taste.
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3. Coat the chicken in the remaining oil and curry paste; season. Add
with the spring onions to the roasting tray, and return to the oven for
10-15 minutes until the chicken is cooked. Scatter with the remaining
mint and serve with lime wedges and raita.

Whisky Tasting
At the end of February Blair Drummond Community Hall ran its second
Whisky Tasting. Jen and Rachel proprietors of The Grail, at the Square in
Doune, introduced themselves to the well-attended gathering. They then
went on to provide the provenance of each of the five drams to be tasted.
The whiskies were Tomintoul Tlath, Wemyss Malts Nectar Grove,
Glengoyne 12, Glen Scotia Victoriana and a Gordon & Macphail bottling
of peaty Bunnahabhain.

The consensus of all those attending was that the whiskies decided upon
by the Grail were great choices and that it was a very sociable event.
A big Thank You from the Hall committee to all those who supported the
event and to The Grail for giving us the benefit of their knowledge of the
whisky industry and providing a great evening.
Fred Bauer
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Kincardine In Menteith Primary School
I will always remember where I was when I found out the schools would
be closing due to Covid 19. Standing in the sunshine in the the woodland
round the back of the school, building houses for the 3 little pigs as part of
an outdoor learning activity. The children’s laughter and chatter filling the
air. As I took photographs of the children’s work, a BBC alert came
through on my phone to say that “all schools in Scotland and Wales due
to close on Friday”. Time stood still. It just didn’t seem real. Until then it
had been discussed as a “maybe”. Saying goodbye to the children on
Friday the 20th of March, was a surreal experience, as we waved them
off, not knowing when we would see them next. The school stood so
silent and empty.

A picture of the school taken by Kate MacNish as she left on 20th March

Since the school closed, we have adapted and changed drastically how
we teach and interact with the children. Instead of standing in front of
them in the classroom, I am able to interact with them, using technology,
in our interactive classroom. In no way does it make up for the actual
classroom, I miss the buzz, the laughter, the chatter and the smiles but it
does give us a way to engage, chat and check in with the children as
often as we can. I have enjoyed hearing about what they have been
doing during lockdown, from baking to building treehouse, from running to
reading. These are strange times. Unprecedented times for all of us. I
have settled into the new “normal” for the time being, taking it a day at a
time, providing the class with suggested learning activities to fill their days
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but leaving room for them to improvise, learn life skills and enjoy
spending this precious time with their families. However, I can’t wait to
be back in the classroom. It is the light at the end of the tunnel. A big
part of teaching is the interaction, and I miss that. I miss the children, my
colleagues and the four walls of the school building. When it is safe to do
so, we’ll be back. I look forward to welcoming the children back and
hearing all about their tales of Lockdown 2020.

Kate MacNish. Principal Teacher

School closed
I have not been in school for 7 weeks now. I was on holiday for my
Granpa's 70th birthday then we had to self isolate and then school was
closed.
Homeschool is not as fun as normal school because your friends are not
there.
During the holidays we stayed in a hut in the garden and we have been
on lots of cycle rides. One of my favourite things was making biscuits all
by myself. We are also making a tree house. It is nearly finished.
Because it has been sunny we have been in the sprinkler and I am loving
the start of summer.
Georgie (Primary 3)
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My Corona Virus Experience in Edmonton, Canada
When this whole thing started we still has lots of snow, so you were
trapped inside, with no grass to see, and still had to wear snow pants,
mittens, toques and sometimes scarves, when outside.
When the snow started to melt, the walks were beautiful! You could finally
get the bikes out and we have a tent trailer (like a caravan except it can
be collapsed) in the back yard, so when we got that up we examined it
and made sure there weren't any 'guests'!
So far the experience is very weird because, as a kid, you can't go to the
shops, you can't see your friend, you can't go to camp grounds, and you
can't socialise without being 2 meters away.
What I like about this experience is that you get to do a lot of things you
usually don't have time to do, like clean the house, or go through things in
your house, work in the garden, organise your rooms, and learn a lot
about computers. Another positive is that you get to spend a lot of time
with your family, I really enjoy this part.
In Canada all the parks are closed and the non-essential shops are
closed. Lots of places are providing on-line shopping, so it's very cool
when you get used to that.
I hope that everything will be back to normal soon. Stay safe and healthy.
Thank you for reading!
Arran A M Bauer (Age 10)
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Doune Heath Centre
COVID-19 case numbers
There is currently no testing for community cases of COVID-19 so it is
difficult to estimate the number of cases in the area. According to the
COVID-19 Symptom Tracker research by Guy’s and St Thomas’
Biomedical Research Centre, there are an estimated 3% of cases in our
area. There is evidence in the recent days that early lockdown (compared
to London on the curve) is working and that the curve is beginning to
flatten. We appreciate this is a difficult time for all but measures seem to
be working, so we can do this!
At the Practice
Dr Mark Hadden and myself have both been covering the COVID-19
Triage and Assessment Hubs that have been set up to help manage the
pandemic so the practice is running on skeletal staff. At the moment all
routine work has been suspended so we are just dealing with emergency
and urgent issues only.
KIS ( Key Information Summary) and DNACPR.
One area of work that we are working on is Key Information Summary
(which we call KIS). At the moment the medical records that we hold for
patients at the practice are not accessible by Out of Hours Doctors,
NHS24 or ambulance crew. However, we can create a KIS which is a
summary of medical problems, medications and other relevant issues,
and pass this vital information along. It can be difficult making decisions
about patients with no background knowledge of their health and in this
current pandemic, we have been advised to create KIS for all our ‘at risk’
and vulnerable patients. Other information that we are gathering, as part
of the KIS information, is patients wishes on whether they would prefer
treatment at home or hospital and resuscitation wishes. As you can
imagine, these are quite sensitive and difficult conversations to have and
doing them over the telephone is not ideal but given the current
unprecedented situation, this is what we are having to do. It is a complex
and difficult decision, and we apologise if we have upset any of our
patients with our phone calls regarding this. We are currently working
through the list of patients starting with the most vulnerable. If you have
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not received a phone call yet and think you might, then a website that
might answer some questions before we call is:
https://www.resus.org.uk/faq/faqs-dnacpr/
The practice is thankful for the understanding and patience of all our
patients during this very challenging time for us. We are also grateful for
the appreciation that has been shown to us and the NHS.
Dr Julie Reid. GP Partner.
Corona virus Update
Covid -19 continues to dominate our lives.
Please refer to the Clinic website and for the most up to date information
regarding the corona virus please visit
http://www.nhsinform.scot/coronavirus
The Scottish government has decided to temporarily pause the following
important screening programmes until further notice
* Breast screening (mammograms) Doune patients are due this 3 yearly
test this year.
* Cervical screening. (Smear tests)
* Bowel screening. (Home test kits)
* Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (AAA) Screening (Ultrasound of abdomen)
* Diabetic Retinopathy (Eye) Screening (images taken of the eye)
No change to Birth - pre-school children's vaccinations. They continue as
scheduled.
Pregnancy and Newborn: Screening programmes will continue where
practical.
Hay Fever time again
What causes hay fever? (or seasonal allergic rhinitis)
Hay fever is an allergic reaction to pollen, typically when it comes into
contact with your mouth, nose, eyes and throat. Pollen is a fine powder
from plants.
But you can do things to ease your symptoms when the pollen count is
high.
Do
* put Vaseline around your nostrils to trap pollen
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* wear wraparound sunglasses to stop pollen getting into your eye
* stay indoors whenever possible
* keep windows and doors shut as much as possible.
* Check the pollen count.
Don't
* do not cut grass or walk on grass
* do not spend too much time outside
* do not keep fresh flowers in the house
* do not smoke or be around smoke – it makes your symptoms worse
* do not dry clothes outside – they can catch pollen
* do not let pets into the house if possible – they can carry pollen indoor.
Pharmacies are ideal places to get help and obtain over the counter
tablets, sprays or drops to get relief from your symptoms.
Hay fever is usually worse from March to November especially when the
weather is warm, humid and windy.
Most sufferers are allergic to grass pollen May - July.
Tree pollen starts now until the end of May.
Weed pollen June-September.
Download the Met Office Weather App to keep up to date with pollen
levels.
Car Parking
It has come to our attention that the Health Centre Car park is being used
by non-users of the clinic. We do not want this to become a problem.
As more new services move into the Health Centre the demand for staff
and patient parking is significantly increasing and as a consequence we
require all the spaces to be available. We therefore ask that only patients,
clinicians and people on clinic business occupy the parking spaces during
working clinic hours.
We hope to have a sign installed in the near future explaining this.
Phlebotomy Facility (New Service)
We have recently introduced a phlebotomy service on a Thursday
morning for Doune patients. In the afternoon the phlebotomist will be
seeing patients from Dunblane Health centre. This is being well used
already.
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A Phlebotomist is a person trained to take blood samples from a patient
for clinical investigations and monitoring.
Farewell to Pam, Practice Manager
Changes are afoot.
Pamela Littlefield retired after 19 years. She started in Doune Health
Centre in April 2001 and was the first manager for the Practice.
Over the years she was very active and successful overseeing NHS
changes and challenges along the way, taking it all in her stride.
Pam always ran a tight ship and worked quietly behind the scenes for the
benefit of the clinic team and patients.
Pam was instrumental in negotiating for the new Health Centre from the
beginning and was on the Project planning group.
Although she admits that she will miss work, her retirement plans are to
spend more time with her grandchildren, reading and planning holidays
with her husband Philip. They particularly enjoy cruises and have one
booked for Canada later in the year (Corona virus permitting).
Mairi McGrandles who was the Office manager has stepped into Pam's
shoes as Practice Manager.
We wish both Pam and Mairi our best wishes for the future.
Linda Keay. Practice Nurse
Pamela Littlefield
“Anyone can steer the ship, but it takes a leader to chart the course”
John Calvin Maxwell.
Pamela joined the Doune Medical practice as our first full time manager in
April 2001 having worked as a deputy at the Stirling Viewfield practice.
She brought a host of new ideas with her and aimed to make the Doune
practice ‘fit for purpose’ for the 21st century. She quickly set about
implementing staff induction, training and appraisal, Health & Safety
procedures, payroll facilities and supervised the implementation of IT
systems, paperlite systems and document scanning. She co-ordinated
the Doune response to the ‘primary care collaboration’ where we
assessed areas of patient demand and re-aligned GP surgeries to have
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the maximum number of clinics on the busiest days – which allowed
patients rarely having to wait for more than a day for a routine
appointment. She facilitated the implementation of the rigours of the 2004
GP contract and co-ordinated many practice inspection visits – including
training inspections, RCGP practice accreditation, QOF visits, and we
were the first FV practice to achieve Investor in People accreditation. She
successfully co-ordinated disaster recovery when the old premises nearly
burnt down (after electrical issues when there was no power for a few
days).
She has unique IT skills and for many years
was a Forth Valley IT facilitator, where she
helped numerous FV practices to
implement the transfer from GPSS to EMIS
clinical management systems – and we
benefitted from her expert knowledge. She
must have an amazing collection of teddy
bears at home judging by her formidable list
of passwords!
In later years, assisted by deputies Lynn
and Mairi and PN Linda, she helped the
doctors and the project team to design, implement and co-ordinate the
move last September to our new premises – not withstanding various
challenges, delays and obstacles which was a task not to be
underestimated.
She led the team through our worst crisis, of losing Dr Rose so tragically
and she kept us all with our feet on the ground and with the doors open to
patients and the service running.
She will remembered for her gentle humour, her expert analysis of
subtitled scandi-noir tv and her love of worldwide cruises with husband
Philip (corona virus permitting!) – but particularly for her leadership skills
especially in a crisis.
Charles Jardine. GP
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Good advice from the NFU in response to COVID-19 but also for walkers
generally. There is a marked increase in dog walkers and dog mess in
the area and although it is appreciated not all live locally, if you are a local
dog walker please remember to pick up your dog mess and take it home!
Thank you.
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Scotland’s Gardens Scheme launches virtual garden visits to cheer
people under the lockdown and raise money for charity.
Over two hundred Scottish gardens, mostly privately owned, would have
been opened to the public in May, and more than four hundred
throughout spring and summer months, to raise money for numerous
charities. Instead, due to Covid-19, the charity behind Garden Open Days
has had to suspend all the events for the first time in its 89 years.
“Since 1931 our charity has been successfully running open days every
single year, even during WWII, but this stopped in March this year,” said
Terrill Dobson, the Director of Scotland’s Gardens Scheme. “And even
though the gardens are looking splendid, as people seek solace in
gardening, our Garden Openers will not be able to welcome visitors for
the foreseeable future.”
To lift community spirit and continue raising money for charity, the
Scheme reached out to Garden Openers asking them to video their
gardens to share virtually. David Gallacher and Tom Williamson from
Bonnyrigg, who have around 610 different plants, 200 containers and
pots and 30 hanging baskets in a 30ft x 120ft area, were among the first
contributors. They are raising money for Lyn's Small Animal Rehoming
and Forth Valley Sensory Centre. Other Openers followed with footage
from their gardens, most of them recording for the first time.
“There’s been a very positive response, we receive new videos most
days. Garden Openers genuinely want to share what’s happening in their
gardens while hoping to support the charities that now need it even more
than ever. We ask people who would have come to the gardens to watch
the videos and consider a donation,” said Terrill.
Anyone can support the Scheme by subscribing to their newsletter and
YouTube channel, watching videos on their website and making a
donation through Scotland’s Gardens Scheme website. “We are excited
to share these videos with everyone and truly believe that seeing the
passion that our Openers put into their gardens will leave people
inspired,” Terrill added.
Scotland’s Gardens Scheme will be adding to its virtual garden tours
every day, available on its website and new YouTube channel. These
currently include:
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Shepherd House, located in East Lothian - a constantly evolving artist’s
garden that never stands still, with lots of surprises. The owner Ann
Fraser selected charity is Live Music Now Scotland.
Parkvilla in Aberdeenshire - a south-facing Victorian walled garden,
lovingly developed from a design started in 1990 to give colour and
interest all year. Andy and Kim Leonard’s chosen charities are St Mary’s
Church Ellon, Alzheimer Scotland and Ellon Men’s Shed.
Humbie Dean, in East Lothian - a two-acre ornamental and woodland
garden sandwiched between two burns at 600 feet with interest
throughout a long season. The owner Frank Kirwan is raising money for
Mamie Martin Fund Hunter’s Tryst, in Edinburgh - well-stocked and
beautifully designed, mature, medium-sized town garden comprising
herbaceous and shrub beds, lawn, fruit and some vegetables, water
features, seating areas, trees and an example of cloud pruning. The
owner Jean Knox is supporting St Columba’s Hospice and Lothian Cat
Rescue through money raised through our website.
101 Greenbank Crescent, in Edinburgh - a fascinating garden on a
steeply sloped site, featuring ornamental plants as well as productive
beds. The owners Chris and Jerry Gregson are raising money for Shelter
Scotland.

Blair Drummond Hall
Our community hall is silent at the moment, with all classes and events
cancelled until further notice. We hope that once restrictions have been
lifted our regular classes will be able to start up again. There is a Fitness
class for the over 60s on a Wednesday morning, Dance classes on a
Wednesday evening, Yoga on a Thursday night (and hopefully a Tuesday
morning) and Blair Drummond Blethers on the last Monday of the month.
We will put notices on our website page, Facebook page and in the
Stirling Observer when classes and events resume.
Anyone wishing to hire the Hall please contact the Booking Secretary. As
always, the Hall is regularly used for meetings, kids’ parties, ceilidhs and
wedding receptions, to name but a few. For more information, visit our
website: www.blairdrummondhall.co.uk or contact Louise (Booking
Secretary) on 01786 841352, or bdhallinfo@gmail.com
This edition of The Grapevine is being circulated by Email only and will be
uploaded to our website www.blairdrummondhall.co.uk. If you know
someone who normally receives a paper copy could you ask them if they
have an email address it could be sent to, or if they don’t, maybe you
could print off a copy for them? Many thanks.
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BLAIR DRUMMOND CURLING CLUB
I trust you are all well in these unsettling times?
The curling season came to an abrupt ending when there were only 6
games left to play, due to the Coronavirus outbreak. It was disappointing
that we all missed the Easter bonspiel.
But the good news was that Blair Drummond Curling Club beat Port of
Menteith in the annual Moss Cup with a team made up of Rory Duff,
Carol Wells, Alistair Campbell and Anne Christie.

We had our annual memorial bonspiel for Graeme Giles, former vicechair of the Club and Medical Director of Strathcarron Hospice, who
passed away in 2015 after a short illness. The bonspiel was contested by
all the clubs in which Graeme was involved - Blair Drummond, Stirling
and Borestone, Airthrey and Stirling Young Curlers. Coaching was
another of Graeme's interests, assisting in sessions for Stirling Young
Curlers who, aptly, were the first winners of the Graeme Giles Trophy.
Winners last year were Blair Drummond, and Airthrey took the Trophy for
the first time this year, led by their skip John Rankin,
We await further guidance on when next season will commence normally it is September - but under the current uncertainties, this may or
may not be possible.
Meantime take care and stay safe.
Anne Christie. Chair Blair Drummond Curling Club
E Mail: annechristie1958@gmail.com
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Farming and weather news
Well, who would have thought, when we were flooded in along
Chalmerston Road on Saturday 22nd February, wading through one of the
wettest Februarys on record, that 8 weeks later nearly all the spring
sowing would be done, that there are huge cracks in the ground and with
only a day left we have had only 10mm of rain (in April). It will take May
and June to be as dry for us to reach an annual average rainfall, thanks to
February’s deluge. Fingers crossed as sunny days are happy days.
Please enjoy looking at the lovely green lines appearing in the sown
fields, the cattle, sheep and horses, getting out of the sheds to enjoy
spring grass as you walk or cycle past. Do be careful to keep your dogs
under control and don’t feed the horses as it can really harm them and
finally, when we all are driving again look out for hedgehogs. I have seen
a few rummaging on the verges in the early evening.
Hare Coursing causing havoc - lockdown has been seen as an
opportunity for a group from Airdrie to use the wide-open fields of Blair
Drummond as a training ground for this cruel and illegal sport. Our large
hare population is great to watch, especially during the March and April
mating season with flamboyant boxing matches. The coursing sport
involves lurchers being trained to chase and kill them, it is a big money
sport, as bets are placed on which dog can catch and kill the fastest. It is
against the law to hunt with dogs, and they are not only affecting wildlife,
they are causing a fair bit of damage to our winter and spring crops by
driving at speeds across the fields. The police are really keen to put a
stop to this crime so if you see cars in fields usually dusk or dawn then
phone 101 immediately and if at all possible film what they are doing and
or get the car number plate.
Stop press 29.4.2020 :- 3 men, 4 dogs and a Subaru Forester have been
detained by police at 6.30am in Kippen. Wildlife officer Laura Robertson
has warned that although this is great news, there are other groups still
active.
WhatsApp ? Katie Brisbane has set up a neighbours WhatsApp group
for all Blair Drummond residents to use. If you need food delivered, want
to share a puzzle, have something to get rid of, or just ask a random
question, it is really handy to just stay in touch. If you would like to be
added please text Katie on 07957689782. PS You will need to have the
‘WhatsApp’ app on your phone.
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RHET
The RHET Factor choir, like all group activities, has been mothballed until
restrictions are relaxed. Forth Valley RHET like many charities, will feel
the effects of the lockdown for a long while to come, and will be very keen
to boost funds to resume work “taking the classroom to the countryside”
as soon as possible. The saving grace for us all in Blair Drummond has
been space and fabulous weather, I do hope you have all enjoyed the
physical, mental and health benefits of walking. If you would like to make
a difference and give something to a charity how about aiming for a
‘Kiltwalk’? Entries are open for Dundee in August and Edinburgh in
September. You can choose 3 distances 5, 14 or 26 miles and raise
money for any Scottish Charity. The best bit is that every £ you raise will
be topped up by 50% by the Hunter Foundation. If you would like to walk
for RHET please email Katie forthvalley@rhet.org.uk or tick “Forth Valley
Countryside Initiative” in the charity box.

Forth Valley RHET, are unable to do any talks or farm visits, but can offer
loads of learning resources to help with home education.
Visit www.rhet.org.uk and access the learning portal, it covers all stages
of education. The NFU and QMS also have lots of fun activities including
#kidsfarmdiaries. This involves farm children being filmed while giving a
tour of their farms. It would brilliant to see some of our Blair Drummond
kids on this.
Katie Brisbane. Project Co-ordinator, RHET Forth Valley
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Studies show: Adding routine exercise improves balance, agility, mental &
heart health, joint pain, and much more.
Our senior years can be the best
and healthiest years of our lives.
Our goal is to help our clients age
gracefully and restore confidence
through activity and well-being.
Making exercise and physical
activity a regular part of your life
can make a huge difference to
your health and independence as
you age. Your health and wellness
is our first priority.
Blair Drummond AiR ladies

Active in Retirement was established in October 2018. A range of
physical activity classes for older adults are currently offered in Blair
Drummond, Stirling and Dunblane. These include: - Seated Strength and
Stretch, Aerobic Tone and Pilates. This year we are also offering One to
One sessions for people who are unable to travel or perhaps cannot
leave the house.
“The classes feature exercises which are designed to support everyday
activity and they are progressive and slightly more challenging as people
become fitter and stronger.”
“They cater for a range of abilities from complete beginners to those who
are already active and our main aim is to keep the body and mind fit and
active.”
Uniquely, the programme includes a social element with after class tea
and coffee giving people the chance to chat and meet new friends – a
factor they believe is just as important as the physical exercise.
“Keeping physically active as we age is so important and can have
significant health benefits allowing people to live a longer, healthier life as
well as remaining independent.
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Meet your Lifelong Wellness Leaders
Judith’s passion for sport, health and wellbeing
has been central to her personal and
professional life. She is a Certified Personal
Trainer and Physical Educationalist who
completed her Master’s in Education while
leading exercise classes for older adults at the
University of Stirling. She went on to lead the
physical
activity,
health
and
well-being
programme at the University. . She was also
Director of Sport at Beaconhurst School Judith holds qualifications in
Exercise to Music, Pilates, Personal Training, Working with Older Adults
and Cancer Rehabilitation. Judith takes part in a wide range of sports
and outdoor activities and enjoys both the physical and social benefits of
this.
Kris brings over 15 years in the fitness and
health field. Having earned her Personal
Fitness Trainer certification in 2013, Kris is
also able to back up her fitness instruction with
real-life experiences. An avid down hill snow
skier, triathlete and cyclist, Kris provides not
only instruction but the science behind it for
her clients.
Originally from the USA, Kris’ family moved to
the Bridge of Allan in 2005 and owned The Running Company where she
trained over 200 beginners in the Learn2Run programme to run their first
5k and beyond. She founded the Girls2Run training programme
designed to encourage pre-teen girls to develop self-respect and healthy
lifestyles through dynamic, interactive lessons and running games,
culminating in a celebratory 5k run. Kris's clients most often describe her
as fun, compassionate, and motivating!
It’s never too late to feel great – Contact us today and join our fitness
family in 2020!
Judith Graham 07734849257 or judith@activeinretirement.co.uk
I have a range of videos on a YouTube channel which would help
people do exercises safely at home. I have a seated and standing
daily mobiliser included in these.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs1AZGmDsIObmJgkzQeAg-Q
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The Reclamation of Blair Drummond Moss – Part 2
William Winter's plan of Blair Drummond Estate, in 1754, showed the
heart of the estate to consist of a featureless bog almost four miles long
and about one and a half miles across. Ninety years later the bog had
been replaced by a fertile plain, dotted with farms and small holdings,
capable of yielding the richest hay crops in Scotland.
The first full description of the steps leading to the clearance of the Moss
appeared in the 1796 Appendix to Sir John Sinclair's Old Statistical
Account. This excellent report has apparently formed the basis of (at first,
second and even third hand) most subsequent publications on the
subject. In the circumstances it is hardly surprising that, where the
original author is vague or ambiguous, gaps become embodied and
errors enshrined in the literature on the subject. When one attempts to
locate possible relics of the clearance period one begins to appreciate the
lack of local detail in the published accounts.
One of the early reports, an article in the Farmers' Magazine of August
1817, includes a sketch map indicating the current progress of clearance
on the numerous holdings in the various districts into which the Moss was
divided. The map is dated 1813 and appears, redrawn, in Cadell's 'Story
of the Forth'. Table 1 lists the districts and the number of individual
holdings in each, as indicated by these maps. Some confusion occurs
because several holdings are subdivided.
Table 1 Reclamation Districts of Blair Drummond Moss, listed from
SE to NW
Reclamation Districts

Number of Holdings

Drip Moss
Nailers Lane
Westwood Lane
Robertson's Lane
Roseburn Lane
Summer's Lane
Kirk Lane
Wood Lane
Total

27
11
9
12
18
18
46
20
161

Another of the Blair Drummond Estate Plans offers a clue, or a series of
clues, to a fuller understanding of the scheme. This one is entitled 'A
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Rough Plan of Blair Drummond Moss' and bears the name of its surveyor,
John Wilson and the date 1795. In outline it resembles the 1813 sketch
map but it is on a larger scale (18” = 1 Mile) and contains a sequence of
irregular coloured bands which cross each strip representing one of the
original ten acre plots, rather in the manner of a 'painting by numbers' set.
In Figure 1 Wilson gives no clue to the significance of the various
colours, although one feels sure that each coloured band must
correspond to the area of moss cleared from a given holding in a certain
period. This is where the 1813 map gives a bit of valuable information.
Comparing the two maps in greatest detail, one finds that the boundary
line between the Buff coloured areas and the Blue areas on the 1795 map
corresponds exactly and universally to the 1813 outline of the cleared
areas. In fact one is forced to conclude that the person who drew the
1813 map did so from the, so-called, 1795 map.

Figure 1 Part of the Robertson's Lane District during reclamation, as shown
on John Wilson's 'Rough Plan' dated 1795. The state of progress in 1813, as
given on the Farmer's Magazine of 1817, has been added.

His rational explanation is that Wilson did his survey first in 1795,
colouring the cleared land Red.
At intervals repeat survey was
performed, the new cleared areas being recorded successively in Brown,
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Light Green, and then, eighteen years later in 1813, in Buff. Assuming
the time intervals to be uniform (for which we can claim no real warrant)
the Brown survey would date from 1801 and the Light Green from 1807,
the standard interval being six years. The subsequent surveys would
then be Blue in 1819, Green in 1825 and Purple in 1831.
Is this a reasonable approach? Well, one of the last holdings to be
cleared was the large, forty four acre 'No. 3' on Westwood Lane. The
clearance rate for this holding, up to 1831, seems to have been about an
acre per year and in 1831, by my reckoning, there were still eleven acres
to go, i.e. completion could take until 1842. It is a known fact that the
Great Wheel ceased to operate in 1839 and the two dates are
compatible, especially if one allows for a certain amount of pressure
being brought to bear on the tenant of No. 3 to 'get a move on'.
Figure 2 Simplified presentation of John Wilson's 'Rough Plan of Blair
Drummond Moss, showing current progress' in 1795, relative to William
Winter's plan of 1754.

Isolating the 1795 'state
of play', Figure 2, one is
perhaps astonished that
thirty years hard work
had made, relatively
speaking,
so
little
impact. In some areas
half the ground had
been
uncovered,
in
others a tenth or less,
For most tenants their
ten acre plot was being
nibbled clear of the
moss at a rate of quarter
of an acre per year, the
whole job taking about
forty years. When one
considers that it took over forty years just to get the tenants for all the
holdings, the apparent lack of progress is understandable and the
amazing thing is that the last acre had been cleared only seventy years
after the project had been launched.
And where for that matter was it launched? It is not difficult to work
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backwards in six year steps from Wilson's 1795 limits to establish that the
earliest clearances began around 1770 round the edge of the Drip Moss
and the east part of Westwood Lane. This is just the area one would
expect to find the 'Low Moss' mentioned as the first letting in OSA.
I am now prepared to introduce my attempt to timetable the clearance of
Blair Drummond Moss. Table 2 links the general details given in the OSA
Appendix, with the special information available or deductible from the
two Estate Plans. Additional data on the exact number of tenants signing
agreements annually up until 1790 is given in OSA.
I am now prepared to introduce my attempt to timetable the clearance of
Blair Drummond Moss. Table 2 links the general details given in the OSA
Appendix, with the special information available or deductible from the
two Estate Plans. Additional data on the exact number of tenants signing
agreements annually up to 1790 is given in OSA. This data checks
satisfactorily with the details of Table 2. The acreage figures given in the
OSA, however, are all nominal, since each tenant signs for eight Scots
acres, yet the Wilson Map shows the plots were far from uniform in area.
Table 2 Tentative summary of phases in clearance of Blair Drummond Moss
(For brevity, details of rentals are not quoted in full)
Phase

Clearance started

Initial action

0 Trials
1 Low Moss

1766 - 77
1767 – 74

2aHigh Moss
(Drip End)

1774 – 82

Access Road
(Nailers Lane)

2b High Moss
(Rossburn)

1783 – 85

Access Road
(W'wood Lane)

2c High Moss
(Great Wheel)

1787 – 90

Increased water
supply. Diversion
of Burn of Muck

3 Flow Moss

1791 – 99

Diversion of
Mill stream

Access Road
(Kirk Lane)
& water flow

Notes
T = Number of tenants
A = Total acreage (imperial acres)
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District involved
Drip Moss
Low Drip
Nailers Lane
W'wood Lane
High Drip
Nailers Lane
W'wood Lane
W'wood Lane
Robtsn Lane
Rossb'n Lane
Summer Lane
Wood Lane

Kirk Lane

T

A

R

H

10 118 a
1 10
2
40
17 186 b
9 87
3 29
5 119
12 122
18 198
18 177
20 220

1

46 223 c

3

2

R = Rental agreement
a Years 1 to 7 free, 8 to 19 increasing, 20 to 38 12s per acre
b Years 1 to 9 free, 20 to 38 12s per acre, 38 to 51 21s per acre
c 'Bonus' of £12 on clearing 1st acre (repay at 12s per year), thereafter as
per b
H = Housing
1. Turf walled. 2. Cut into moss. 3. Peat walled on timber raft.
It all started when Agatha, Lord Kames' wife, came, rather unexpectedly
into possession of Blair Drummond Estate, through the death of her
brother George and his infant son in successive years. Kames, judge,
'father of the enlightenment', patron of David Hume, Adam Smith and
James Boswell, commissioner for Scottish industry and the estates which
were forfeited after the '45, was an innovator and improver of no mean
stature. At seventy he could see the financial benefits to his successors
of reclaiming the 1800 waste acres of the Moss and he set about finding
the most satisfactory method of reclamation, both from the point of view
of effectiveness and from economic analysis. After months of trial
schemes he rejected all the currently practised methods and decided to
remove the peat overburden completely. Carting it away would have cost
an average of 24s per cubic yard, floating it off in special water channels
would cost only one farthing per cubic yard, at current rates of pay. Even
so the cost per acre would be between £10 and £12, amounting to some
£20,000 for the whole 1800 acres. Having optimised his mode of working
he experimented with hourly-paid work and with piece-rates. But he
found travelling time from home to work site so critical in the costing that
he decided to let the ground in lots of ten acres or so, rather than attempt
to marshal and supervise a daily workforce. The contracts were for thirty
eight years, rent free for the first seven and, thereafter, on a sliding scale
up to nineteen years, with a differential during the last nineteen to take
account of the uncleared ground. Tenants had to observe the approved
method of reclamation devised by Lord Kames.
To begin with the project progressed very slowly; one tenant signed up in
1767, one in 1768 and by 1771 there were seven. These tenants were
tradesmen in Stirling and, therefore, had alternative means of livelihood,
while working on unproductive moss clearance. They were working the
'Low Moss', the outer 300yards of the Drip Moss, where the cutting of
peat for fuel had already lowered the level by half. This area was also
closest to the ferry link with Stirling, the Drip Coble. The water supply
employed was the lade which had, since 1690, carried the water of the
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Burn of Muck from Miln of Muck three miles across the Moss to work
Camsdrainy Miln. The latter mill was dismantled and the storage dam
resited strategically near the southern tip of the Ochtertyre estate.
Channels fed from this reservoir could bring water close to the peat faces
being cleared and thence either north east to the Teith or south to the
Forth.
By 1774 thirteen tenants had been found for all 168 acres of 'Low Moss'
and there were offers to work the 'High Moss' regions if access could be
improved. Lord Kames complied by cutting roads through the seven to
ten feet of peat, down to the clay and water channels alongside, so
opening up the inner area of the Drip Moss and what became known as
Nailers Lane. Perhaps a few of the St Ninians or Torbrex nail-makers
became tenants along this lane and lent it their name? Rent-free for the
first nineteen years the new holdings were still slow in attracting takers.
By 1782, when Lord Kames died, there were twenty nine 'High Moss'
tenants occupying 320 acres.
The death of Lord Kames in December 1782 at the age of 87 (still
undertaking his Court of Session duties!) might have spelled the end of
the experiment. In fact the years 1783 to 1785 saw the largest growth in
the number of tenants and led to the best-remembered feature of the
reclamation scheme – the Great Wheel. The credit for this surge of
activity should go to Kames' son, George Home-Drummond. With some
1260 untenanted acres of Moss on his hands he started by improving the
road access to the further reaches. The OSA states that he made a
second road twelve feet broad, parallel to the first (Nailers Lane?) at a
distance of half a mile, '2760 yards long right across the Moss'. My
opinion is that this refers to Westwood Lane, which is certainly parallel to
Nailer's Lane and is half a mile away and which measures 2670 yards
from the site of the Cambusdrainy Mill dam, to its extremity at Westwood
Smithy. There is a slight doubt in that its route follows precisely the then
edge of the Moss and does not go 'right across'. However, it does link
with the true Moss-crossing roads – Robertson's Lane, Rossburn Lane
and Summers Lane – which must have been constructed by 1785 if the
OSA total of fifty five new tenants for this period is to be explained. These
three roads together account for a further 3670 yards.
A fresh problem presented itself With so many new tenants all drawing
from the Moss Lade it is hardly surprising that the water supply proved
inadequate. Not all the tenants would be requiring water at a given time,
as there were roads to be made, new water channels to be dug and tree
stumps to be removed. But the reports have it that the less fortunate
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tenants could be seen hard at work making use of the more plentiful
supply during the hours of darkness. The solution was clearly to increase
the flow of water available, but how? Engineers of the stature of Robert
Whitworth (then supervising the completion of the Forth and Clyde Canal)
gave their views; but it was Alloa wheelwright George Meikle (son of
Andrew Meikle, inventor of the threshing machine) who came up with the
simplest answer – a huge water-wheel to lift water from the River Teith,
the seventeen feet necessary to feed the extensive network of drainage
channels. The construction of this ingenious water-wheel, twenty eight
feet in diameter and ten feet wide, took less than eight months, its cost of
over £1000 being borne by the proprietor. The water was led south-west,
first by underground inverted siphon below the Stirling to Doune highway,
and then by a huge aqueduct forty feet above the moss. The line of this
(though not the aqueduct itself) is given by the ditch along the south east
margin of the Safari Park. Delivering three million gallons of water a day,
this supplied the western tenants directly during the day-time, while the
eastern tenants drew their supplies from the Drip Reservoir, which was
recharged each night.
The success of the Great Wheel from its first operation in 1787 seems to
have made the Burn of Muck redundant for its original function, but it was
put to good use in tackling the most forbidding stretch of the lot, the Flow
Moss, west of Summer's Lane. Between 1787 and 1790 twenty holdings
along Wood Lane were let at the north west corner of the problem area.
At the same time a road and accompanying water channel were being
forced through the very heart of the ten foot thick blanket of peat. The
Kirk Lane, as it is still called, was settled from the south end initially the
tenants being offered fifty seven year leases. The Moss here was so wet
that the houses could not be built on it, or of it, and a new tenant could
hardly have survived. So the existing tenants elsewhere on the estate
were offered a contract to clear an acre each, for which they would
receive a loan of £12 (to be repaid at 12s per year). They would then
have the option to return to their old holdings or to take a lease of their
new one and offer the lease of the old to a new tenant. By the end of
1791, thirty five tenants had taken this option, though only sixteen are
shown as having started work on the Kirk Lane leases by 1795. In 1805
all 161 tenancies of the reclamation scheme had been taken up and
almost 1730 acre were, laboriously, being rendered productive.
Written by the late Dr Ken Mackay, in October 1972, for Stirling Field
& Archaeological Society
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COVID19 - Temporary changes to household waste
collection services
Due to the developing Covid-19 situation, Stirling Council is making
necessary changes to household waste and recycling arrangements.
These will affect the collection of blue, brown and glass containers,
allowing the Waste Service to focus available staff resources on priority
collections.
A summary of the changes can be viewed below.
Household Waste Collection Services
Brown Bin (food and garden) collections will be suspended from W/C 30
March. After this date Food and garden waste can be placed in your grey
bin.
Glass Box collections are suspended until further notice with immediate
effect. We would ask people to retain their glass at home for future
recycling or, where this is not possible, to place it within your grey bin.
Blue Bins (plastics & cans) will now be collected once every four weeks.
Your collection week is also temporarily changing - please check our
website and social media for full details.
Grey Bins will continue to be collected as normal every two weeks on
your scheduled collection day.
Green Bins will continue to be collected as normal every four weeks on
your scheduled collection day.
This means that only ONE bin will be collected each week until further
notice.
Please see the responses received by Martin Earl from Stirling Council (in
blue) to queries raised regarding the current lack of a Brown Bin
collection and continued closure of recycling centres.
1. When is there going to be a Brown Bin collection? Not everyone
has the capacity to store the garden waste being generated and there is
also concern at not being able to recycle food waste. We are keeping the
situation under review and are currently looking at a range of options, with
the aim of returning to a full service as soon as possible. We have
committed to providing another update w/c 11 May.
2. When will there be some opportunity to visit a recycling centre ? Are
there plans for a staged re-opening? The current position is that travel to
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a Household Waste and Recycling Centres is not classed as an essential
journey in Scotland. As a result centres remain closed in all Scottish Local
Authorities. Our Household Waste and Recycling Centres remain closed
in accordance with Government restrictions. This situation will be kept
under review and we will continue to comply with Government legislation
and guidance.
3. When there is movement on the national decision not to allow any
construction site work there will need to be the capacity for commercial
waste to be disposed of at official locations rather than risk more fly
tipping. Although the weighbridge at Polmaise Depot Waste Transfer
Station remains closed to commercial customers until further notice.
Commercial customers involved in critical supply chain delivery (as
outlined by Government announcements) requiring disposal services
during this period, can contact the Council’s Customer Service Centre.

Also here is the latest NHS Forth Valley Health news issue. Includes
information on routine immunisations and online consultations.
https://mailchi.mp/fbe5a423b833/latest-news-from-nhs-forth-valley2606501?e=e018024588
Safer Scotland site with info on helping Friends, Neighbours and Family.
https://www.readyscotland.org/coronavirus/advice-for-community-groups/
There will be many people concerned about their finances despite the
measures announced.
These links are where to get advice & support if needed.
Citizens Advice Bureau or Citizens Advice Scotland
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/
03454 04 05 06
Scottish Debt Advice
https://scottish-debt-advice.org.uk/
0800 253 2042
National Debt Line
https://www.nationaldebtline.org/
0808 808 400
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Stepchange
https://www.stepchange.org/debt-info/debt-consolidation.aspx
0800 138 1111
News on Govt support for Tourism Businesses including self catering:
https://www.gov.scot/news/supporting-tourism-through-coronavirus/
Latest edition of The Community Response Bulletin from Stirling Council:
https://www.stirling.gov.uk/media/21009/cr-bulletin-4.pdf
Martin Earl
Cllr for Trossachs and Teith ward
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If you know someone who would be interested in advertising in the Blair Drummond
Grapevine, our rates are listed below ¼ page £10
½ page £15
Full page £20
Do you have any photos, ads, articles or letters you would like to contribute, if so please
email them to:
bdgrapevine@gmail.com
Items for Edition 36 should be submitted by 31st July 2020, sent by email, in Word or
Open Office, and as a separate attachment.
If you wish your copy to be sent via email please get in touch, with your email address
and we will add you to our ever-developing mailing list.
Thank you

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2018
Reflecting the change in legislation, the Blair Drummond Community Hall Committee Grapevine
newsletter editorial team wish to highlight the following to its readers –
The information we hold, regarding email addresses, is held in a secure setting and not shared
with other organisations, companies or individuals. The information is used to send out copies of
the Grapevine to our readers electronically.
The Blair Drummond Grapevine is a community newsletter produced and distributed by
volunteers, free of charge, to approximately 400 households within the Blair Drummond area and
beyond. Letters and articles published in the newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views,
beliefs or opinions of the Grapevine Editorial Team, who also reserve the right to shorten, edit or
refuse the insertion of any contribution.
Contributions will only be published if accompanied by a valid contact name and address: these
will be withheld at the author's request. Articles and adverts are accepted and printed in good
faith. All contributions should permit publication in both print and digital format.
The Blair Drummond Grapevine is published by the Blair Drummond Community Hall Committee.
Website: www.blairdrummondhall.co.uk
Facebook: Blair Drummond Community Hall

Please take a look at our Facebook page for updates on local issues as well as
the Joke of the Day.

Councillors for our area
Martin Earl
Tel: 01786 233114
earlm@stirling.gov.uk
Jeremy McDonald
Tel: 01786 233113
mcdonaldjr@stirling.gov.uk
Evelyn Tweed
Tel: 01786 233121
tweede@stirling.gov.uk
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